
ORAL MY SCHOOL IN DIALOG FORM

Dialogue is a conversation between two or more people that can advance plot or reveal You'll want to place them
around the exact words your character speaks, but not I'd never been so happy to see a cardboard box. Notice that only
the final paragraph of her speech has quotation marks at the end of the quoted text.

You've seen at home how true it is. Is this your package? Could you tell me why you have chosen this
profession? We can even walk over there. She is such a nice person, and funny too. You'll want to place them
around the exact words your character speaks, but not around any tags that identify the speaker. But better
than you get nothing treatment. The overheard conversation is a hallmark device in suspense writing, for
example. In this case, that punctuation replaces the comma: "How many days until our vacation? Dialogue is a
conversation between two or more people in a narrative work. I fine, how about you to? We're instantly drawn
in and then the dialogue picks up speed and lures us further into the story. They people who live in the villages
cannot consult a good doctor. I continued, almost to myself, "But, we have to just carry on. Paragraph
Examples You must begin a new paragraph each time a different character begins to speak. Faris : I joint COD
soccer team. Faris : Same like you, but I more playing soccer than make a revision. We are in intermediate
class. Yet using unnecessary tags has a clunky effect. As a literary technique , dialogue serves several
purposes. Heheâ€¦ Safar : Hehe, its trouble man. For example: "I love French toast," my mother said. Faris :
Waalaikumussalam. Faris : I know, it still in Kota Tinggi. This makes it easier for the reader to keep track of
who is saying what because the new paragraph is a strong signal that someone else is speaking. Safar : Yes,
absolutely. A conversation between 2 friends Laurie: So, what are your plans for this weekend? I will make
research on agriculture. I am always amazed by the things kindergarten teachers do. I always think
kindergarten is the most difficult class to teach. Laurie: Yes, I have seen my niece come home with so many
neat stuff. Safar : I just make a little revision, how about you? I want to be an agriculture officer. Laurie: That
sounds like a good idea. Sarah: She will be happy to meet both of you again.


